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Fig.2-3: Bad range of resistance force
Fig.2-4: Range where the brake force can be generated
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Fig.2-10: Denition of Area I and Area II
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Fig.2-12: Direction of the force
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Fig.3-1: ER uid brake








Fig.3-3: Overview of the system
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j ~fP j = j~f j sinM
sin(M + P )
; j ~fM j = j~f j sinP
sin(M + P )
(3.6)
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Fig.4-1: Structure of previous ER uid brake
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Fig.4-7: Linear guide system



















Fig.4-10: Mechanism for generating the force 4 (II)
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Fig.4-12: Experimental data of handle position
Fig.4-13: Experimental data of handle force
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Fig.4-14: Experimental data of alpha
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Fig.4-15: Directional guidance training program with the force display system
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Fig.5-1: Conceptual illustration of MR uid brake
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Fig.5-2: Overview of a developed fast-response MR uid brake
Fig.5-3: Cross-section diagram of the fast-response MR uid brake
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 =  0:95i2 + 6:54i  0:18 (5.1)
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Fig.5-5: Response data of the fast-response MR uid brake














Fig.5-7: Overview of 2-D passive force display system
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Fig.5-8: Conceptual illustration of robot arm part on the 2-D passive force display system
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F = 10:0 f0:55 + 0:45 sin(2ft)g (5.4)


















































Fig.5-11: Virtual Wall force display
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Fig.5-12: Trajectory of handle while wall surface force is displayed
Fig.5-13: Handle position data when the end eecter contacts with a virtual wall
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Fig.5-14: Handle velocity data when the end eecter contacts with a virtual wall
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Fig.5-17: Handle velocity data on the application of viscosity force display
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Fig.6-4: Eight Vertex Reaching Program
Fig.6-5: Eight Vertex Reaching Program (software)
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Fig.6-8: Total Error (AvgS. D.)
Fig.6-9: Minimum Jerk Model (AvgS. D.)
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Fig.6-11: Brain Map of NIRS








Fig.6-12: Data of Task-A1
Fig.6-13: Data of Task-B
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Fig.8-3: Working plane ellipsoid (L=250[mm])
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Table 8-1: max on each working space (L=250)
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Fig.8-4: Working plane ellipsoid (L=500[mm])
Table 8-2: max on each working space (L=500)
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